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Uplink Capacity of OFDM Multi-User MIMO Using Near-ML
Detection in a Cellular System
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SUMMARY Multi-user multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system has
been attracting much attention due to its high spectrum efficiency. Non-
linear MIMO signal detection methods with less computational complex-
ity have been widely studied for single-user MIMO systems. In this pa-
per, we investigate how a lattice reduction (LR)-aided detection and a
maximum likelihood detection (MLD) employing the QR decomposition
and M-algorithm (QRM-MLD), which are commonly known as non-linear
MIMO signal detection methods, improve the uplink capacity of a multi-
user MIMO-OFDM cellular system, compared to simple linear detection
methods such as zero-forcing detection (ZFD) and minimum mean square
error detection (MMSED). We show that both LR-aided linear detection
and QRM-MLD can achieve higher uplink capacity than simple linear de-
tection at the cost of moderate increase of computational complexity. Fur-
thermore, QRM-MLD can obtain the same uplink capacity as MLD.
key words: multi-user MIMO, OFDM, lattice reduction, QRM-MLD, up-
link capacity

1. Introduction

High speed data services are strongly demanded in the
next generation mobile communication systems. Multi-user
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) multiplexing [1], [2] is
one of the promising techniques to provide multiple users
with high speed data transmission without increasing the
signal bandwidth. Uplink multi-user MIMO multiplexing
can allow multiple users to simultaneously access the same
base station (BS) using the same carrier frequency. The
MIMO signal detection needs to recover each users’ trans-
mitted signal in a severe multi-user interference (MUI) en-
vironment.

There are two types of well-known MIMO signal de-
tection methods, maximum likelihood detection (MLD)
and linear detection (such as zero-forcing detection (ZFD)
and minimum mean square error detection (MMSED) [3]).
MLD has a disadvantage of its prohibitively high compu-
tational complexity while linear detection methods have a
disadvantage of its poor performance when the number of
users is the same as that of receive antennas. Thus, various
near-ML detection methods which can provide low bit error
rate (BER) with less computational complexity have been
widely studied.

In a cellular system, the same frequency is reused in
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spatially separated different cells to efficiently utilize the
limited available spectrum [4] and therefore, the co-channel
interference (CCI) limits the link capacity. In [5], the uplink
capacity of a multi-user MIMO cellular system is evaluated,
but only linear detection methods (i.e., ZFD and MMSED)
are considered. How the non-linear MIMO signal detection
methods can improve the uplink capacity has not been fully
investigated yet.

In this paper, we consider a multi-user MIMO cellu-
lar system using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) and investigate, by computer simulation, how non-
linear MIMO signal detection methods improve the uplink
capacity. Single-user MIMO frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) is not considered because the mobile ter-
minal requires multiple antennas. We also discuss the com-
putational complexity. We utilize a lattice reduction (LR)-
aided ZFD and MMSED and an MLD employing the QR
decomposition and M-algorithm (QRM-MLD). Lattice re-
duction using Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz (LLL) algorithm [6]
is considered to be a promising technique to improve the
performance of ZFD and MMSED [7], [8]. The advantage
of LR-aided ZFD and MMSED is that the full diversity or-
der is obtained if the number of users is lower than or equal
to that of receive antennas [9]. QRM-MLD [10] is a compu-
tationally efficient near MLD. The search problem is trans-
formed into the tree structured search problem by utilizing
the QR decomposition and the computational complexity is
reduced by employing the M algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives the system model. Section 3 presents
the OFDM multi-user MIMO uplink transmission system
model. In Sect. 4, LR-aided detection and QRM-MLD are
described. The simulation results on the uplink capacity are
presented in Sect. 5. Section 6 offers some conclusions.

2. System Model

In a cellular system, the same frequency band is reused at
different cells to efficiently utilize the limited bandwidth [4].
The number of different OFDM signal bandwidths to cover
the entire service area is called the cluster size N. In this
paper, we assume that the number of communicating users
per cell and that the bandwidth assigned to each cell is the
same. Therefore, as the cluster size N gets smaller, the to-
tal bandwidth required in the system gets narrower. On the
other hand, stronger CCI is received because the co-channel
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Fig. 1 CCI model of uplink multi-user MIMO in a cellular system when
N = 3 and U = 2.

cells get closer. This suggests that there exists the optimum
N that maximizes the uplink capacity.

Figure 1 illustrates the CCI model for the uplink
OFDM multi-user MIMO in a cellular system. The num-
ber of transmitting users per cell is assumed to be the same
for all cells (uniform user distribution) and is denoted by U;
i.e., U users in each cell share the same OFDM signal band
of Nc subcarriers and each user is simultaneously transmit-
ting its data by using all Nc subcarriers. It is assumed that
the BS has Nr (≥ U) receive antennas while each user has a
single transmit antenna. We consider 6 nearest co-channel
cells (i.e., only first-tier co-channel cells) since they are a
dominant source of CCI which limits the cellular capacity
[11], [12]. The cell of interest is indexed as c = 0, and 6
nearest co-channel cells are indexed as c = 1 ∼ 6.

In this paper, we measure the distribution of local aver-
age BER by the Monte-Carlo simulation to find the outage
probability of BER [4], [13], which is defined as the proba-
bility of the local average BER exceeding the required BER.
We define the uplink capacity as the maximum number Umax

of supportable users normalized by the cluster size N for the
given allowable outage probability Q.

3. OFDM Multi-User MIMO

Figure 2 shows the transmission system model of OFDM
multi-user MIMO using Nc subcarriers. At each user ter-
minal transmitter, the binary information sequence is data-
modulated and then, the data-modulated symbol sequence is
divided into a sequence of blocks of Nc symbols each. The
symbol block of u-th user in the c-th cell is represented by
{ du(c)(k) ; k = 0 ∼ Nc − 1}. Then, Nc-point inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) is applied to generate the time-
domain OFDM signal block as

su(c)(t) =

√
2P
Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

du(c)(k) exp

(
j2πt

k
Nc

)
, (1)

where P is the transmit power and is the same for all users.
The last Ng symbols in each block are copied and inserted
as a cyclic prefix (CP) into the guard interval (GI) before
transmission.

The transmitted OFDM signal block is assumed to go

Fig. 2 Transmission system model of OFDM multi-user MIMO.

through a frequency-selective block fading channel which
is composed of L distinct propagation paths. Assuming the
block fading, the path gains stay constant during the trans-
mission of one OFDM signal block. The channel impulse
response between the u-th user in the c-th cell and the m-th
receive antenna of the c = 0th cell BS is given by

hm,u(c)(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

hm,u(c)(l) · δ (t − τu(c),l
)
, (2)

with

h(l)
m,u(c) =

√
r−αu(c) · 10−ηu(c)/10 · g(l)

m,u(c), (3)

where ru(c), ηu(c), and α denote the distance between the
user and the c = 0th cell BS, the shadowing loss, and the
path-loss exponent, respectively, and g(l)

m,u(c) and τu(c),l are
the complex-valued path gain and the time delay of the l-
th path of the u-th user in the c-th cell, respectively, with

E
[∑L−1

l=0

∣∣∣∣g(l)
m,u(c)

∣∣∣∣2
]
= 1.

At the c = 0th cell BS, a superposition of U user’s
transmitted signals as well as CCI is received by Nr receive
antennas. The GI-removed received signal block y(t) =[
y0(t) · · · yNr−1(t)

]T can be expressed using the vector form
as

y(t) =
L=1∑
l=0

h(l)
0 s0

((
t − τ0,l

)
mod Nc

)
+ i(t) + n(t), (4)

where i(t) =
∑6

c=1
∑L−1

l=0 h(l)
c sc

(
t − τc,l

)
is an Nr×1 CCI vector

and n(t) =
[
n0(t) · · · nNr−1(t)

]T is an Nr × 1 noise vector, h(l)
c

is an Nr × U path gain matrix of the l-th path, and sc(t) =[
s0(c)(t) · · · sU−1(c)(t)

]T is a U × 1 transmitted signal vector.
The (m, u(c))-th element of h(l)

c is represented by h(l)
m,u(c).

The received signal block y(t) is transformed by Nc-
point fast Fourier transform (FFT) into the frequency-
domain signal vector Y(k) =

[
Y0(k) · · ·YNr−1(k)

]T as

Y(k) =
1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
t=0

y(t) exp

(
− j

2πk
Nc

t

)

= H0(k)S0(k) + I(k) + N(k), k = 0 ∼ Nc − 1, (5)
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where H0(k) is an Nr × U channel gain matrix, whose
(m, u(c))-th element Hm,u(c)(k) is given by

Hm,u(c)(k) =
√

r−αu(c) · 10−ηu(c)/10Gm,u(c)(k), (6)

where

Gm,u(c)(k) =
L−1∑
l=0

exp

(
− j

2πk
Nc
τu(c),l

)
. (7)

Finally, signal detections are carried out using Y(k).

4. MIMO Signal Detection

We consider ZFD, MMSED, LR aided ZFD, LR aided
MMSED, and QRM-MLD as MIMO signal detection meth-
ods at the BS. In this section, the frequency index k is omit-
ted for the sake of simplicity.

4.1 ZFD and MMSED [3]

The output of ZFD is given as

S0,ZF =
(
HH

0 H0

)−1
HH

0 Y. (8)

The output of MMSED can be written in similar form to
ZFD by introducing an (Nr + U) × U channel gain matrix
Hext and an (Nr + U) × 1 received signal vector Yext [14].
Hext and Yext are given as

Hext =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
H0√
σ2

I+σ
2
n

P IU

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and Yext =

[
Y0

0U

]
, (9)

where IU is an U × U unit matrix, 0U is an U × 1 vector
whose elements are all 0, and σ2

I and σ2
n denote the average

received CCI power and the noise power, respectively. The
output of MMSED can be written as

S0,MMSE =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝HH
0 H0 +

σ2
I + σ

2
n

P
IU

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
−1

HH
0 Y

=
(
HH

extHext

)−1
HH

extYext. (10)

The use of LR always achieves the full diversity order of Nr

[9] while the diversity order of ZFD and MMSED without
LR is Nr − U + 1 [15].

4.2 LR-ZFD and LR-MMSED [7], [8]

The purpose of introducing the LR is to transform H0 into
a new matrix H̃0 consisting of near-orthogonal column vec-
tors. The signal detection using H̃0 produces less noise en-
hancement compared to that using H0 [8]. In this paper, we
realize the LR by using the LLL algorithm [6]. The detail of
LLL algorithm is described in detail in Appendix.

At first, we consider LR-ZFD. By applying the LLL
algorithm to H0, we obtain H̃0 = H0T, where T is the U×U
transform matrix. Then, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

Y = H0S0 + I + N

= H0TT−1S0 + I + N

= H̃0S̃0 + I + N, (11)

where S̃0 = T−1S0 and H̃0 = H0T are the transformed signal
vector and equivalent channel matrix, respectively.

The output of LR-ZFD is given as

S̃0,LR−ZF =
(
H̃H

0 H̃0

)−1
H̃H

0 Y. (12)

Hard decision on S̃0,LR−ZF is done first and then, S0,LR−ZF is
obtained using the relationship S0,LR−ZF = TS̃0,LR−ZF.

In the case of LR-MMSED, the LLL algorithm is ap-
plied to the channel matrix Hext instead of H0 [8]. Then,
we obtain a U × U transform matrix Text. The output of
LR-MMSED is expressed as

S̃0,LR−MMSE =
(
H̃H

extH̃ext

)−1
H̃H

extYext, (13)

where H̃ext = HextText. Similar to LR-ZFD, hard decision
on S̃0,LR−MMSE is done first and then, S0,LR−MMSE is obtained
using the relationship S0,LR−MMSE = TextS̃0,LR−MMSE.

4.3 QRM-MLD [10]

As a first step of QRM-MLD, QR decomposition is applied
to the channel matrix H0. In this paper, we use the sorted QR
decomposition (SQRD), proposed in [16], as ordering. By
applying SQRD to the matrix H0, we obtain the following
relationship

H0 = QRP, (14)

where Q is an Nr ×U matrix satisfying QHQ = IU and R is
a U × U upper triangular matrix given as

R =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

R0,0 R0,1 · · · R0,U−1

R1,1 · · · R1,U−1

. . .
...

0 RU−1,U−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (15)

P is a U × U permutation matrix. Since column vectors of
H0 can be interchanged by SQRD, the permutation matrix P
is required. In this section, we assume that P is a U ×U unit
matrix for the sake of simplicity.

Next, the received signal vector Y is transformed into
Ŷ as

Ŷ =
[
Ŷ0 · · · ŶU−1

]T

= QHY

=
√

2P

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R0,0 · · · R0,U−1

. . .
...

0 RU−1,U−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

S 0(0)
...

S U−1(0)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+QHI +QHN. (16)

Then, the M algorithm [17], which consists of U stages, is
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Fig. 3 An example of QRM-MLD (BPSK, U = 4, and M = 4).

applied to the vector Ŷ. In each stage, the accumulated path
metric using the squared Euclidian distance between Ŷ and
a path arriving at each node is calculated and then, M paths
having the smallest accumulated path metric are selected as
surviving paths. The accumulated path metric in the k-th
stage is given as

ek =

k−1∑
n=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ŶU−1−n −
√

2P
n∑

i=0

RU−1−n,U−1−iS̄ U−1−i(0)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(k = 1 ∼ U) , (17)

where S̄ U−1−i(0) is a symbol candidate for S U−1−i(0). At the
U-th stage (which is the final stage), the best path having
the smallest accumulated path metric is chosen. The best
path is traced back to output the detected signal vector. A
brief example of QRM-MLD assuming BPSK modulation,
U = 4, and M = 4 is illustrated in Fig. 3.

5. Computer Simulation

5.1 Simulation Procedure

Table 1 shows the simulation condition. The channel is as-
sumed to be a frequency-selective block Rayleigh fading
having a symbol-spaced L-path uniform power delay pro-

file (i.e., E
[∣∣∣∣g(l)

m,u(c)

∣∣∣∣2
]
= 1/L for l = 0 ∼ L − 1). Unless

otherwise stated, the cell radius is normalized to unity and
the transmit power P is set so that the average received bit
energy-to-noise power spectrum density ratio Eb/N0 mea-
sured at a distance equal to the cell radius becomes 10 dB
(this is called the normalized transmit Eb/N0 in this paper).
Ideal channel estimation is assumed.

It is shown in [5] that in a strong frequency-selective
fading channel, both the slow and fast transmit power con-
trol (TPC) provide almost the same maximum uplink ca-
pacity and therefore, the slow TPC can be used. How-
ever, Ref. [5] also shows that the maximum uplink capacity
achievable by the slow TPC is almost the same as that with-
out TPC. Therefore, in this paper, the TPC is not considered.

Figure 4 illustrates the computer simulation procedure.
First, U users’ locations are randomly generated in each cell
for the given cluster size N. Next, the path-loss and the

Table 1 Simulation condition.

Transmitter

Data modulation QPSK
Number of users per cell U(≤ Nr)
Number of subcarriers Nc = 64

GI length Ng = 16
Normalized transmit

10,∞(dB)
Eb/N0

Channel

Fading type
Frequency selective

block Rayleigh

Power delay profile
L = 16-path

uniform
Path-loss exponent α = 3.5

Standard deviation of
σ = 7.0(dB)

shadowing loss
Cluster size N = 1 ∼ 25

Receiver

Number of receive
Nr = 4, 6, 8

antennas
Channel estimation Ideal

LLL parameter δ = 0.75
Number of surviving pahts M = 1, 4

Required BER 10−3

Required quality Allowable outage
Q = 0.1

probability

Fig. 4 Computer simulation procedure.

log-normally distributed shadowing loss are generated for
each user. Then, an L-path block Rayleigh fading associ-
ated with each user is generated. The signal transmission
is simulated to measure the local average BERs of U users
in the c = 0th cell. This BER measurement is repeated a
sufficient number of times by randomly changing the user
locations, path-loss, shadowing loss, and fading in order to
obtain the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) of the local average BER. The outage probability
is defined as the probability that the local average BER ex-
ceeds the required BER. If the outage probability is less than
the allowable outage probability Q, the number U of users
is incremented by one.

The spectrum efficiency of a cellular system increases
as the number of communicating users per cell increases
for the given total bandwidth (or the given total number of
channels). In this paper, assuming the same data rate for all
users, the maximum number Umax of supportable users per
cell normalized by the cluster size N is defined as the uplink
capacity. The reason to normalize the maximum number of
supportable users by the cluster size is that as the cluster size
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Fig. 5 Outage probability.

increases, the total bandwidth (or the total number of chan-
nels) increases. The uplink capacity depends on the modu-
lation level and the error correcting code. In this paper, we
set the required BER and the allowable outage probability
as BER = 10−3 and Q = 0.1, respectively.

5.2 Uplink Capacity

Figure 5 illustrates the BER outage probability as a function
of the number U of users per cell when Nr = 8 and N = 21.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that using conventional ZFD and
MMSED, the outage probability significantly increases with
U since their diversity order is Nr−U+1. Much lower outage
probability is achieved with LR-aided detection compared to
conventional ZFD and MMSED. This is because the diver-
sity order is always Nr for both LR-ZFD and LR-MMSED.
QRM-MLD achieves slightly lower outage probability than
LR-aided detection. This is because QRM-MLD eliminates
the MUI perfectly if the correct path is selected while the
MUI still remains in the output of LR-aided detection (each
column vector of H̃0 or H̃ext are not orthogonal (near or-
thogonal)). However, when U = Nr and M = 1, the BER
outage probability of QRM-MLD significantly increases. If
U is smaller than Nr, the receive antenna diversity can be
obtained and therefore, lower outage probability is achieved
even if M = 1 is used (only single path is selected in each
stage of M algorithm). When U = Nr, however, no receive
antenna diversity is achieved and the diagonal elements of
matrix R often drop; in particular, |RU−1,U−1| drops signifi-
cantly [18]. Accordingly, the probability of discarding the
correct path increases. Therefore, to avoid this problem,
M = 4 must be used when U = Nr.

Figure 6 plots the uplink capacity Umax/N as a function
of the cluster size N when Nr = 8. Also plotted is the per-
formance of MLD for a comparison. The value of Umax is
also indicated near each plot in the figure. First, we discuss
how the introduction of lattice reduction (LR) into ZFD and
MMSED improves their uplink capacities. It is clearly seen
from Fig. 6(a) that the introduction of LR can significantly
improve the capacity (note that the conventional ZFD and
MMSED provide the same uplink capacity, however, LR-

Fig. 6 Uplink capacity.

ZFD and LR-MMSED provide almost the same improved
uplink capacity). Next, we discuss how better QRM-MLD
performs than LR-MMSED. It can be seen from Fig. 6(b)
that when M = 4, QRM-MLD can achieve the same uplink
capacity as MLD, unlike LR-MMSED (however, note that
when M = 1, QRM-MLD provides smaller capacity than
LR-MMSED for a large N).

5.3 Computational Complexity

The trade-off relationship between the maximum uplink ca-
pacity and the computational complexity is discussed in the
case of Nr = 8. In this paper, the computational complex-
ity is defined as the number of complex multiplications and
additions per block. The number of multiplications and ad-
ditions is shown in Table 2 for each detection method. We
measure the complexity of LLL algorithm by computer sim-
ulation since it depends on the channel condition. In Table 2,
X denotes the modulation level and is 4 in this paper since
we consider QPSK modulation.

The approximate values of the number of complex mul-
tiplications and additions per block required to achieve the
maximum uplink capacity are summarized for each detec-
tion method in Table 3. LR-MMSED achieves about 1.54
times higher maximum capacity at the cost of about 7.4 and
7.3 times increased number of complex multiplications and
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Table 2 Number of complex multiplications and additions per block.

- Multiplications
- MMSED LR-MMSED QRM-MLD

Detection of S0,MMSE Nc

{
U3 + 2NrU2 + NrU

}
- -

MMSE SQRD [14] - Nc

{
U2(Nr + U) + (U/2)(U − 1)

}
-

Calculation of T−1 - NcU3 -
Detection of S̃0,LR−MMSE - Nc

{
U3 + 2(Nr + U)U2 + (Nr + U)U

}
-

Detection of S0,LR−MMSE - NcU2 -
SQRD [16] - - (1/2)NcUNr(3U − 1)

Calculation of Ŷ - - NcNrU
Calculation of squared

- - NcX {2 + (M/2)(U + 4)(U − 1)}
Euclidian distance

- Additions
- MMSED LR-MMSED QRM-MLD

Detection of S0,MMSE Nc

{
U3 + 2NrU2 + U(Nr − 1)

}
- -

MMSE SQRD [14] - Nc

{
U2(Nr + U) − U−)

}
-

Calculation of T−1 - Nc(U3 + U2 + U) -
Detection of S̃0,LR−MMSE - Nc

{
U3 + 2(Nr + U)U2 + (Nr + U − 1)U

}
-

Detection of S0,LR−MMSE - NcU(U − 1) -

SQRD [16] - - (1/2)NcUNr(3U − 1) − U3

Calculation of Ŷ - - NcU(Nr − 1)
Calculation of squared

- - NcX {1 + (M/2)(U + 4)(U − 1)}
Euclidian distance

Table 3 Maximum uplink capacity and computational complexity comparison in the case of Nr = 8.

Detection method Maximum uplink capacity No. of complex multiplications No. of complex additions

MMSED 0.25(U = 3) 1.2 × 104 1.2 × 104

LR-MMSED 0.38(U = 5) 8.9 × 104 8.8 × 104

QRM-MLD(M = 1) 0.44(U = 7) 4.8 × 104 4.8 × 104

QRM-MLD(M = 4) 0.50(U = 8) 9.5 × 104 9.3 × 104

additions, respectively, compared to MMSED. Furthermore,
it can be seen that QRM-MLD achieves 1.75 (2.0) times
higher maximum capacity at the cost of about 4.0 (7.9) and
4.0 (8.2) times increased number of multiplications and ad-
ditions, respectively, compared to MMSED in the case of
M = 1 (4).

Both LR-MMSED and QRM-MLD provides larger
maximum uplink capacity at a moderate increase in the
computational complexity. Furthermore, when M = 1,
QRM-MLD can achieve larger maximum uplink capac-
ity with less computational complexity compared to LR-
MMSED. If the value of M is set to 4, QRM-MLD achieves
larger maximum uplink capacity compared to LR-MMSED
at the cost of slightly higher complexity. However, we note
that QRM-MLD has a disadvantage that its complexity de-
pends on the modulation level unlike LR-MMSED.

5.4 Impact of Parameters

Figure 7 plots the maximum uplink capacity as a function
of the number of receive antennas, Nr, for conventional
MMSED, LR-MMSED, and QRM-MLD. The value of N
is also indicated near each plot in the figure. It can be
seen from the figure that by increasing Nr, the advantage of
LR-MMSED and QRM-MLD over MMSED can be much
pronounced. This is because LR-MMSED and QRM-MLD

Fig. 7 Maximum uplink capacity.

achieve increasing diversity order as the number of receive
antennas increases.

Figure 8 plots the uplink capacity for an interference
limited channel (i.e., the transmit Eb/N0 → ∞). Capacity
comparison between the cases of interference-limited con-
dition (Fig. 8) and power-limited condition (Fig. 6) shows
that the uplink capacity increases as the transmit power in-
creases, but the value of N which maximizes the uplink ca-
pacity is relatively large (i.e., when N = 13, 16). This im-
plies that the multi-user MIMO signal detection is very sen-
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Fig. 8 Uplink capacity (normalized transmit Eb/N0 → ∞).

sitive to the uncontrollable CCI similar to with the single-
user MIMO.

6. Conclusion

We investigated the uplink capacity of OFDM multi-user
MIMO using near-ML detection in a cellular system by
computer simulation. What we showed in this paper is
summarized below. Both LR-aided detection and QRM-
MLD can provide much lower outage probability and hence,
can achieve higher uplink capacity than ZFD and MMSED.
QRM-MLD(M = 4) achieves the same uplink capacity as
MLD unlike LR-MMSED. We also considered the trade-
off relationship between the achievable uplink capacity and
computational complexity. Both LR aided detection and
QRM-MLD achieve higher uplink capacity at the cost of
about 4 ∼ 8 times increased complexity compared to
MMSED. As the number of receive antennas increases, the
achievable diversity order of LR aided detection and QRM-
MLD increases and hence, their advantage over MMSED
becomes more pronounced.

In this paper, we assumed that all users in each cell
are communicating simultaneously with their correspond-
ing BS. However, an introduction of a scheduling algorithm
which chooses some users having better channel condition
can improve the uplink capacity through the multi-user di-
versity. The link capacity investigation of a cellular system
using the multi-user MIMO and scheduling is left as an im-
portant future study.

From the simulation results shown in the paper, the
cluster size which maximizes the uplink capacity was found
to be relatively large. This is because the multi-user MIMO
is very sensitive to the CCI and the transmission perfor-
mance of a user near the cell edge degrades significantly
due to the strong CCI. The reuse partitioning [19] (where
the single frequency reuse is used in an area near the BS
while the conventional frequency reuse is used in an area
near the cell edge) can improve the spectrum efficiency of
cellular systems. Our simulation results suggest that in a cel-
lular system using reuse partitioning, the multi-user MIMO
can be applied for users near the BS while antenna diver-

sity is applied for users near the cell edge. The link capacity
investigation of a cellular system using reuse partitioning,
multi-user MIMO, and antenna diversity is also left as an
important future study.
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Appendix: LLL Algorithm

The lattice of matrix H0 = [H0,0 · · ·H0,U−1] is defined as

L (H0) = L
(
H0,0, · · · ,H0,U−1

)

=

U−1∑
k=0

xHk, x ∈ Z, (A· 1)

where H0,0, · · · ,H0,U−1 are column vectors of matrix H0 and
called the lattice basis, and Z represents the infinite integer
space [6].

The LLL algorithm [6] is one of the methods to per-
form the lattice reduction. Firstly, QR decomposition is ap-
plied to obtain H0 = QR, where Q is an Nr × U matrix
which satisfies QHQ = IU and R is a U×U upper triangular
matrix. In this paper, we use the sorted QR decomposition
which was proposed in [16]. This algorithm is expanded to
the MMSE based signal detection (i.e., Hext) in [14]. By the
use of sorted QR decomposition, the computational com-
plexity of LLL algorithm can be reduced [8].

The inputs to the LLL algorithm are Q and R, and its
outputs are Q̃ of size Nr ×U, R̃ of size U ×U, and T of size
U ×U. T is a unimodular matrix [8], which consists of only
Gaussian integer and its determinant is 1 or −1. The lattice
reduced matrix H̃0 is given as [8]

H̃0 = H0T. (A· 2)

Elements of R̃ satisfy the following two conditions:

∣∣∣R̃l,k

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
2

∣∣∣R̃l,l

∣∣∣ (0 ≤ l < k ≤ U − 1) , (A· 3)

δ
∣∣∣R̃k−1,k−1

∣∣∣2 ≤ ∣∣∣R̃k,k

∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣R̃k−1,k

∣∣∣2
(k = 1, · · · ,U − 1). (A· 4)

The range of δ is 1/4 < δ ≤ 1 [6]. Since δ = 3/4 is often
used [6], [8], [19], δ = 3/4 is also used in Sect. 5 of this
paper.
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